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Photodissociation of ICN−(CO2)n, n = 0–18, with 500-nm excitation is investigated using
a dual time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Photoabsorption to the 2�1/2 state is detected using
ionic-photoproduct action spectroscopy; the maximum absorption occurs around 490 nm. Ionic-
photoproduct distributions were determined for ICN−(CO2)n at 500 nm. Following photodissoci-
ation of bare ICN− via 430–650 nm excitation, a small fraction of CN− is produced, suggesting that
nonadiabatic effects play a role in the photodissociation of this simple anion. Electronic structure cal-
culations, carried out at the MR-SO-CISD level of theory, were used to evaluate the potential-energy
surfaces for the ground and excited states of ICN−. Analysis of the electronic structure supports the
presence of nonadiabatic effects in the photodissociation dynamics. For n ≥ 2, the major ionic pho-
toproduct has a mass corresponding to either partially solvated CN− or partially solvated [NCCO2]−.
© 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4817664]

I. INTRODUCTION

Partially solvated anionic clusters have long been uti-
lized to examine the effects of solvation on the spectroscopy
and dynamics of a chromophore.1–4 The variety of the dy-
namics observed in the photofragmentation of dihalide clus-
ters demonstrates the subtlety of solvent-induced effects.
For example, photofragmentation studies of IBr−(CO2)n

5

and ICl−(CO2)n
6 (where n denotes the number of solvents

molecules surrounding the anionic chromophore) find differ-
ing ionic-photoproduct distributions following excitation to
similar dissociative excited states. For both ICl−(CO2)n and
IBr−(CO2)n, solute recombination is first observed with one
or two solvent molecules, and recombination becomes the
dominant photoproduct by the time five solvent molecules
have been added. In the case of IBr−(CO2)n, further solvation
results in an increase in the caged fraction, with only recom-
bined products detected by n ∼ 8. This is attributed to the
excited state in IBr−(CO2)n containing a shallow well along
the I–Br dissociative coordinate, which deepens with the addi-
tion of solvent. This stabilizes the caged IBr− product, and re-
sults in the observed complete cage recombination of IBr− by
n = 8. In sharp contrast, solvation of ICl− by more than four
CO2 molecules results in a decrease in the caged fraction, and
by n ∼ 10 the recombined product is no longer detectable.6

There are two possible explanations for the loss of recombi-
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nation. One is the presence of a slightly higher-lying excited
state that will produce I∗ + Cl−. Solvation with CO2 can re-
order the relative energies of the adiabatic surfaces in the bare
anion. This allows the solvated system to evolve adiabatically
from an initially excited state, which in the bare anion would
dissociate to form I− + Cl, to generate I∗ + solvated Cl−

products. Indeed, molecular dynamics simulations by Faeder
and Parson7 showed that following visible photoexcitation of
ICl−(CO2)n nearly all of the observed Cl−-based products
are accompanied by I∗(2P1/2) products as a result of disso-
ciation to this asymptotic state. The second possible mecha-
nism occurs on the ground-state potential for ICl−(CO2)n. The
ICl−(CO2)n ground state has a global minimum for solvated
ICl− and also a local minimum corresponding to a solvent-
separated I. . . Cl− complex. The potential energy barrier be-
tween these two minima will become harder to surmount as
n increases. The ICl− is formed vibrationally hot, and this
meta-stable anion evolves to form a solvent-separated I. . . Cl−

complex, which ultimately dissociates. This process is man-
ifested in a decrease in the amount of recombined products
observed starting at n ∼ 6, eventually becoming undetectable.
Despite the difference in the amount of recombined products
formed for IBr− and ICl−, the number of solvent molecules
surrounding the product ions is roughly consistent with the
standard evaporative ensemble model developed by Klots.8, 9

As CN is a pseudo-halogen, it seems reasonable to ex-
pect that the photofragmentation product distributions of par-
tially solvated ICN− would be similar to those observed with
heteronuclear dihalides. However, there are three potentially
significant differences between ICN− and the above dihalide
anions: the ordering of the electronic states and there is a
much smaller energy difference between the I− + CN and
I∗ + CN− asymptotes than is seen in the corresponding
dihalides,10 the possibility for rotational excitation of a CN
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photofragment, and the possibility of the dissociating CN− to
react with CO2 to form the cyanoformate, [NCCO2]−, molec-
ular anion.11 Indeed, our recent photodissociation studies of
ICN−(Ar) reported the quite unexpected observation of a re-
combined ICN− photoproduct.12 Moreover, the photoprod-
uct distributions observed with increasing solvation are very
different from those seen for dihalides, in that they differ
dramatically from the expectations derived from the evapo-
rative ensemble model. Specifically, photofragmentation of
ICN−(Ar)2-5 produces both highly solvated I−-based and sol-
vated ICN−-based photoproducts despite the available energy
exceeding the solvation energy of the argon atoms by roughly
an order of magnitude. Photodissociation products that are
CN−-based are not observed, within our detection limits.12

These unexpected observations appear to be the result of there
being no location around ICN− that has an especially strong
attraction to Ar (Ar–ICN− binding energy ∼50 meV),13 a rel-
atively weak Ar–Ar interaction (∼12 meV),14 and the parti-
tioning of significant amounts (∼20%) of the initial excitation
energy into CN rotation.12

In this paper, the effects of the solvent electrostatic inter-
actions on the photodissociation and subsequent cage recom-
bination of ICN− are examined using a CO2 molecular sol-
vent. The masses of Ar (40 amu) and CO2 (44 amu) suggest
similar solute-solvent kinematics; thus, differences between
the dissociation dynamics of ICN−(CO2)n and ICN−(Ar)n

should largely be attributed to the different anion-solvent and
solvent-solvent electrostatic interactions. The CO2 molecule
has a large electric quadrupole moment, which results in
a stronger anion-solvent interaction, the proper character-
ization of which requires a distributed charge model for
CO2.15 Furthermore, the strong CO2–CO2 electrostatic inter-
action leads to a relatively rigid CO2 solvent structure around
the anionic chromophore. Previous studies on CO2 solvated
dihalides5, 6, 16–18 reported a CO2 solvent binding energy of
about 200–300 meV, which is approximately a factor of
4–6 times larger than the Ar–ICN− binding energy.13 Also,
the possibility of forming a chemical bond between the CN−

anion and a CO2 solvent molecule, leading to the formation
of a [NCCO2]− molecular anion, will likely result in fur-
ther differences between the dynamics observed for CO2 and
Ar solvation, as well as between the dynamics observed for
ICN−(CO2)n and the heteronuclear dihalides.

We report the ionic-photoabsorption products for ICN−

following excitation to the 2�1/2 state, between 430–650 nm.
Photodissociation of unsolvated ICN− produces predomi-
nantly, but not exclusively, I− suggesting existence of nonadi-
abatic dynamics. Additionally, the photodissociation dynam-
ics of ICN−(CO2)n, n = 0–18, are determined for 500-nm
(2.5-eV) excitation. The dynamics exhibits clear differences
from those of ICN−(Ar)n, n = 0–5, especially in regard to
cage recombination, with this ICN−(CO2)n study reporting
solvent loss in good agreement with an evaporative model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
METHODOLOGY

We have recently reported ICN and ICN− electronic
structure calculations carried out at the MR-SO-CISD level

of theory, with triple-zeta basis sets employed for all three
atoms.10 The potential-energy surfaces for the ground states
of ICN and ICN− as well as for the first five excited states
of ICN− were generated from the electronic energies, and
the general properties of these states were described. The
minimum-energy geometry of ICN− is linear, with a lo-
cal minimum in the INC− geometry. The calculations also
showed an avoided crossing between the lowest 2�1/2 and
2�+

1/2 excited electronic states. This signals that nonadiabatic
effects could play a role in the dissociation dynamics of even
bare ICN−.

Such nonadiabatic effects were found in the experiments
reported here, and electronic structure calculations provide
the basis for the interpretation of the unusual nonadiabatic ef-
fects reported in Sec. III. These calculations were performed
using a diabatic representation of the potential curves. The
construction of the diabatic potentials is based on the results
shown in Fig. 1. To start we considered the potential surfaces
that were obtained from MRCI calculations that did not in-
clude spin-orbit terms in the Hamiltonian. These are shown
for the linear ICN− geometry in Fig. 1(a), and roughly corre-
spond to single excitations from the two highest energy sets of
occupied π -orbitals and the highest energy occupied σ -orbital
to the half-filled σ -orbital in the ground state electron config-
uration. More details on this calculation and the resulting or-
bitals can be found in a recent publication.10 In contrast to the
dihalide systems, where the excited 2�+ state is higher in en-
ergy than the two excited 2� states, in ICN−, the 2�+ excited
state is intermediate in energy between the two 2� excited
states. The effects of the spin-orbit operator are introduced in
the final step of the electronic structure calculations, and the
eigenfunctions of the full Hamiltonian are obtained in a basis
of the eigenstates of the previous MRCI calculation, e.g., the
states depicted in Fig. 1(a). The resulting adiabatic potentials
are plotted in Fig. 1(b), and the decomposition of the elec-
tronic wave function in terms of states that correspond to the
three lowest-energy potential curves in Fig. 1(a) are shown in
panels (c)–(e).

We find that at short and long I–CN distances, one of the
two excited-state surfaces is essentially identical to the 2�1/2

MRCI state, as is indicated by the amplitude of the dark red
curve being nearly 1 in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) at these limits.
For intermediate values of the I–CN distance, the amplitude
of the dark red curve varies smoothly between 0 and 1 or be-
tween 1 and 0 in panels (d) and (e), respectively. We equate
the MRCI state that is identified as the 2�+

1/2 state in Fig. 1(a)
with one of the two diabatic curves, and generate the second
diabatic curve along with the coupling between them by solv-
ing a 2 × 2 eigenvalue problem, where the elements of the 2
× 2 matrix are the diabatic-state energies and coupling, and
the eigenvalues are the two spin-orbit coupled states that cor-
respond to the red and blue curves plotted in Fig. 1(b). The re-
sulting diabatic and adiabatic potential curves are represented
by solid and dashed lines, respectively, in Fig. 2(a), and the
blue dashed curve is identical to the curve labeled 2�+

1/2 in
Fig. 1(a). The coupling between the two diabatic states is plot-
ted in Fig. 2(b).

In line with what was seen for the dihalide anions, the
strongest transition will be to the 2�+

1/2 excited state (red
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FIG. 1. (a) The potential curves for the ground and excited states of linear ICN− using multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) calculations without
inclusion of the spin-orbit terms in the Hamiltonian. (b) Eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian (including the spin-orbit terms). These will be referred to as the
adiabatic potential curves for ICN− and are identical to those reported in Ref. 10. The far right column shows the decomposition of the spin-orbit coupled
electronic states in terms of the MRCI eigenstates. The color of the box indicates the adiabatic state that is being considered: (c) the ground state (plotted in
black in (b)), (d) the second excited state (plotted in blue in (b)), and (e) the third excited state (plotted in red in (b)). These states are decomposed in terms of
the 2�+

1/2 (I + CN−) state (solid gray in (a)), the 2� (I + CN−) state (dashed dark blue in (a)), and the 2�+
1/2 (I− + CN) state (solid dark red in (a)).

curve in Fig. 1(b)). Transitions to the 2�1/2 states (blue and
one component of the purple curves) carry some oscillator
strength, while transitions to the 2�3/2 states (green dashed
curve and the second component of the purple curves) are

FIG. 2. ICN− potential-energy curves for the states relevant to visible
photofragmentation. In panel (a), the solid curves show the adiabatic states,
and are identical to the corresponding curves in Fig. 1(b). The dashed curves
show the diabatic states, and the blue dashed curve is identical to the solid
dark red curve in Fig. 1(a). The effect of CO2 solvation on the potentials is
represented by a lowering of the potential when the majority of the charge
is localized on the CN portion of the anion; this solvation is shown by the
red dotted lines. The coupling between the two diabatic states is shown in
panel (b).

very weak. We have focused our experimental and theoreti-
cal studies on the two strongest transitions. The transition to
the 2�1/2 state is in the visible region, and is the focus of the
present study. We have also investigated the dynamics follow-
ing UV excitation to primarily the 2�+

1/2 state, and that has
been published separately.19

As this paper is concerned with photodissociation of
ICN− partially solvated by CO2, we must consider the possi-
bility that within the photoactivated cluster a CN− photofrag-
ment might undergo a reactive collision with CO2, forming
the [NCCO2]− anion, which is stabilized through loss of the
I atom or some of the remaining CO2 molecules. This channel
was not present in the earlier studies of dihalide systems. To
better assess this possibility, stationary points on the ground
state [NCCO2]− surface were identified at the B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVTZ level of theory/basis. In additional calculations, the
electronic energy was evaluated as a function of the rota-
tion of CN about its center-of-mass. In these calculations,
the system was required to remain planar with a CN bond
length of 1.16 Å. While the minimum energy structure is the
[NCCO2]− molecular form, as the CN is rotated 180◦, a sol-
vated CN−(CO2) complex becomes the lower energy form.
The results of these calculations are discussed in more depth
in Sec. III A 2.

The experimental investigations of the photofragmenta-
tion of partially solvated ICN− were performed utilizing a
dual time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF MS) in conjunc-
tion with a nanosecond laser system. A detailed description
of the experimental setup has been described previously.17, 20

A gas mixture, formed by passing CO2 at a pressure of
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1–2 atm over solid ICN (synthesized as described by Bak and
Hillebert21) expands through the 800-μm orifice of a pulsed
General Valve nozzle (Series 9), operated at 50 Hz. Fol-
lowing electron impact from a 1-keV electron beam, anions
form via slow secondary-electron attachment. Anionic clus-
ters form following collisions with the neutral CO2 and are ex-
tracted into a Wiley-McLaren TOF MS.22 (It should be noted
that while the isomeric core of the anion clusters formed in
the expansion is not known exactly, photoelectron spectra of
ICN−(CO2) formed under similar experimental conditions13

show no evidence for the formation of I · [NCCO2]−.) After
entering the TOF MS, the ions are accelerated, steered, and
focused before a fast potential switch23 re-references them
to ground potential. A pulsed mass gate, located before the
Wiley-McLaren spatial focus, deflects all ions except the de-
sired anionic cluster. A nanosecond laser pulse then excites
the mass-selected anions at the Wiley-McLaren spatial focus.

Pulsed, tunable radiation is generated using a Nd:YAG-
seeded optical parametric oscillator, with output energies up
to 5 mJ/pulse. Mass analysis of the ionic photofragments is
carried out utilizing a second mass spectrometer: a reflectron
mass spectrometer tilted at 8◦ with respect to the primary ion
beam axis. The photofragment ion spectra correspond to those
ionic fragments produced during the ∼10-μs flight time from
the photoabsorption region to the entrance to the reflectron.
Any dissociation that takes place at longer times corresponds
to fragmentation that occurs within the reflectron, and will not
be detected. The reflected ionic fragments are detected with a
microchannel plate (MCP) located at the spatial focus of the
reflectron. The electric potential applied to the reflectron is
scaled in proportion to the mass ratio of the ionic photofrag-
ment and parent anion, allowing for refocusing of the ionic
photoproducts onto the MCP detector. The product-ion signal
is amplified and sent to a transient digitizer for averaging and
subsequent transfer to a computer.

The photofragment mass spectra were recorded by aver-
aging between 3000 and 10 000 laser shots. The photofrag-
ment mass peaks were integrated, and the relative intensities
of the different anionic products were determined to yield the
action spectra. Details of the procedures employed to obtain
the relative ion intensities are similar to those employed in
earlier studies,24–26 and are available elsewhere.27

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The relevant calculated adiabatic and diabatic potential
energy curves for ICN− are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(a).10

Photodissociation of unsolvated ICN− following 2.5-eV pho-
toexcitation overwhelmingly results in the production of I−

and CN fragments, consistent with expectations based upon
these potentials. Likewise, a small amount of CN− is observed
over the entire absorption band (430–650 nm), and this com-
ponent is a first indication of the role of nonadiabatic pro-
cesses during dissociation.

Following solvation of ICN− with a single CO2

molecule, the dominant 2.5-eV ionic photodissociation chan-
nel is still the “direct” I− channel ((1a), below) observed with
the unsolvated anion. However, the relative importance of the
CN−-based products (1b) increases with solvation, and an ad-

FIG. 3. Action spectra for the production of I− (red circles) and CN− (blue
circles) photoproducts following photodissociation of ICN− between 430 and
650 nm. The left axis displays the I− intensities and the right axis the CN−
intensities.

ditional product channel is observed, corresponding to recom-
bination of the dissociating ICN− chromophore (1c).

ICN−(CO2)n + hν → I−(CO2)x + CN + (n − x)CO2, (1a)

→ CN−(CO2)y + I + (n − y)CO2, (1b)

→ ICN−(CO2)z + (n − z)CO2. (1c)

These three channels are also seen following photoexci-
tation of IBr−(CO2)n and ICl−(CO2)n to a similar dissocia-
tive 2�1/2-excited state.5, 6 However, the solvated and non-
solvated ICN− products raise somewhat different issues and
will be discussed separately.

The action spectra for the production of I− and CN−

products following excitation of ICN− between 430 and
650 nm are shown in Fig. 3. This spectral region corresponds
to excitation to the 2�1/2 state, as depicted by the arrow in
Fig. 1(b). However, visible excitation results in two dissoci-
ation channels: ICN− −→ I− + CN (97%) and ICN− −→ I
+ CN− (3%), with qualitatively similar wavelength depen-
dences. Both channels peak near 490 nm (∼2.53 eV) and have
a width of ∼0.3 eV. The similarity in the shape of the action
spectra for these two product channels suggests that the initial
photoabsorption occurs to a single electronic state. To better
understand this observation, we consider further the nature of
the electronic states involved.

The ICN− excited state accessed by visible excitation
is the lowest-energy optically active excited state, which has
predominantly 2�1/2 character in the Franck-Condon region.
In the absence of spin-orbit coupling, the calculated MRCI
potentials in Fig. 1(a) show that the 2�1/2 state (shown with
the blue dashed line) has an asymptotic dissociation limit cor-
responding to CN− + I products. When spin-orbit couplings
are included in the calculations (shown by the adiabatic poten-
tials in Fig. 1(b)), the adiabatic asymptote of the state with pri-
marily 2�1/2 character in the Franck-Condon region evolves
into an I− + CN asymptotic product channel (blue curve).
This change in the electronic wave function can be anticipated
by the fact that the I∗ + CN− and I− + CN asymptotic lim-
its differ by less than 0.15 eV, which is considerably smaller
than the corresponding 0.4 to 0.6 eV splitting in the heteronu-
clear dihalides that we have studied previously.5, 6 The large
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change in the nature of this electronic state as ICN− dissoci-
ates, illustrated in Fig. 1(d), leads to the expectation that the
effects of nonadiabatic dynamics should be observed for this
system even in the absence of a perturbing solvent. This is
indeed what is seen in the detection of photoproducts follow-
ing excitation of bare ICN− between 430 and 650 nm. At all
wavelengths, there is a small but measurable amount of CN−

formed, which we believe reflects a nonadiabatic transition
between the states that are represented by blue and red cures
in Fig. 1(b) as ICN− dissociates.

The overwhelming production of I− (97%) following ab-
sorption of a 2.5-eV photon by ICN− to the 2�1/2-excited
state is consistent with the results of wavepacket calcula-
tions, which were performed in a diabatic representation
(dashed curves in Fig. 2(a)), where the electronic structure
does not change as dramatically as the I−CN bond elongates.
Wavepacket dynamics following the promotion of the vibra-
tional ground state wavefunction on the electronic ground
state to the 2�1/2 excited state using these diabatic potentials
yields 95% I− + CN products and 5% CN− + I∗ products.
A more complete discussion of this calculation can be found
elsewhere.19

When a CO2 molecule solvates ICN−, stabilization re-
sults from attractive interaction between the quadrupole mo-
ment of OCO (− + −) with the charge on the anion. While
the excess charge on the anion is nearly equally shared be-
tween the I and CN components of the anion, the greatest sta-
bilization arises from interaction of CO2 with the compact CN
moiety. The result is that CO2 orients itself perpendicular to
the ICN molecule, located over the I–CN bond but shifted to-
ward the CN component. We can approximate the effect of
the solvation by a single CO2 molecule and its stronger inter-
action with CN− than with I by lowering the diabatic potential
curve that has asymptotic CN− + I

∗
character by 0.2 eV rela-

tive to the diabatic potential curve that dissociates to form CN
+ I− products. This is represented by the red dotted curve in
Fig. 2(a). This small shift of one of the diabatic potentials is
sufficient to remove the curve crossing between the two dia-
batic states. This loss gives rise to a significant decrease in the
fraction of I−-based products and a significant increase in the
fraction of CN−-based products formed, and a wave packet
propagated on the diabatic states represented by the dashed
curves in Fig. 2 and using the coupling shown in Fig. 2(b)
yields more than 75% CN− + I∗ products. With this back-
ground, we turn to photodissociation of the partially solvated
ICN− chromophore.

A. Photofragmentation of ICN−(CO2)n

Fragmentation of ICN−(CO2)n following visible excita-
tion with 500-nm light was examined. As expected, the rel-
atively weak solvent-solute interaction does not lead to sig-
nificant differences in the ionic-photoproduct action spectra
of ICN− and ICN−(CO2)n. This similarity between the bare
and solvated anion action spectra is consistent with results ob-
tained for other CO2-solvated anions.5, 6 However, the degree
of solvation has a dramatic effect on the distribution between
the three classes of ionic photoproducts shown in Eq. (1). In
the discussion that follows, we will focus on how the contri-

FIG. 4. Photoproduct branching percentages following 2.5-eV (500-nm) ex-
citation for ICN−(CO2)n for n = 0−18. The I−-based products are shown
in red, CN−-based products are shown in blue, and ICN−-based products are
shown in black. The distribution of solvents associated with each of the above
photoproducts is available.28

bution of each of these channels changes as the initial cluster
size is increased.

1. I−-based products

Figure 4 depicts the ionic-photoproduct distributions ob-
tained following 2.5-eV (500-nm) excitation of ICN−(CO2)n

as a function of the parent cluster size.28 Upon the addition of
a single CO2 solvent molecule, the I− component decreases
from 97% to 68% of the ionic photoproducts. Given the small
energy separation between the (I∗ + CN−) and (I− + CN)
asymptotes (0.15 eV), the qualitative model described above
is consistent with this observation. The introduction of even
a single CO2 solvent will shift the diabatic potential that cor-
responds to the initial excitation to lower energy relative to
the other diabatic state depicted in Fig. 2(a). Similar to the
results of previous studies on ICl−,7 this shift causes adia-
batic dissociation to result in the formation of I∗ + CN− in
the smaller initial clusters, and leads to the observed dramatic
increase in the percentage of CN− charge-transfer products
and likewise the decrease in the amount of I−-based photo-
products. Figure 4 shows that the I−-based photoproducts, the
overwhelming (97%) ionic product following 500-nm excita-
tion of ICN−, decrease rapidly with CO2 solvation, becoming
only a few percent or less of the ionic photoproducts after the
fourth solvent has been added. As the total photodissociation
cross-section is unchanged upon solvation, the I− component
is simply replaced by CN− and ICN− products, with varying
degrees of solvation.

2. CN−-based products

There are two possible means by which CN−-based prod-
ucts can be formed. The first results from the differential shift-
ing of the two diabatic states upon solvation by CO2, dis-
cussed above. The second mechanism arises from transitions
back to the one of the two states that correlates to ground
state products, depicted in black and dashed green lines in
Fig. 1(b). Within this mechanism, the I atom cofragment
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will be in its lower energy spin-orbit state. Such transitions
have been observed with I2

−(CO2)n.29 Unfortunately, we can-
not distinguish the electronic nature of the neutral cofrag-
ment and, thus, do not know if the CN−-based products are
formed on the ground (I + CN−) or excited (I∗ + CN−) state
asymptote.

An interesting aspect of the CN−-based charge-transfer
products is the prospect of CN− + CO2 reacting to form a co-
valently bound [NCCO2]− anion. Several experimental30–37

and theoretical31, 33, 34, 37, 38 studies have examined the solute-
solvent interactions in X−(CO2) (X = F, Cl, Br, I). No-
tably, Arnold et al.31 utilized photoelectron spectroscopy to
investigate the structure and energetics of the X−(CO2) clus-
ters. While Cl−(CO2), Br−(CO2), and I−(CO2) are all re-
ported to be weakly bound complexes, with Do(X−–CO2)
≈ 0.2–0.3 eV, the F–CO2 bond in FCO2

− is reported31 to
be covalent in nature and has a bond dissociation energy of
1.37 eV. Additionally, the excess charge is covalently shared
by the F and CO2 to such an extent that the O–C–O bond an-
gle was reported31 to be roughly 135◦.

Utilizing density functional theory (DFT) calculations,
the interaction between CN− and CO2 was investigated to
determine the properties of a [NCCO2]− molecular anion.
The [NCCO2]− anion (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) is found to be
nearly 0.8 eV lower in energy than the CN− + CO2 asymp-
tote. Restricting the geometry of the two moieties to lie in
a single plane, an examination of the potential as the CN
rotates about its center-of-mass finds that the molecular an-
ion is about 0.5 eV more stable than the CO2 solvated CN−,
CN−(CO2). From Fig. 5, it is also apparent that the interaction
between the CO2 and the CN− changes rapidly from a strong
intramolecular interaction (i.e., a molecular bond) to a weaker
intermolecular interaction as the CN rotates. These two dif-
ferent interactions correspond to two different structures. For
values of the CN rotation angle below 30◦ (the [NCCO2]−

molecular anion), the OCO angle ranges from 133◦ to 137◦.
These values are consistent with a sp2 hybridized carbon
and are not very different from the OCO angle in the for-

FIG. 5. Calculated (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) potential energy of [NCCO2]−
along a path corresponding to in-plane rotation of CN about its center-of-
mass, showing the transition from the [NCCO2]− molecular form of the anion
to the CN−(CO2) solvated anion. Important structures along this isomeriza-
tion pathway are included. The E = 0 eV level corresponds to separated CN−
and CO2.

mate anion.39 At larger values of the CN rotation angle (the
CN−(CO2) complex), the OCO angle ranges from 169◦ to
175◦, consistent with the OCO angles in complexes in which
there is a small amount of charge transfer between the anion
and the CO2 solvent molecule, for example I−(CO2).31 These
calculations suggest that the CN−(CO2) is not acting as a so-
lute/solvent complex, but rather as a bound molecular anion.
Larson et al.11 previously alluded to this behavior following
a series of ion cyclotron resonance and high-pressure mass
spectrometric equilibrium measurements designed to deter-
mine cyanide binding energies. Their results showed that in
general, CN− interacted with a Lewis acid as if it were a
spherical monoatomic atom, although with the strongly bound
adduct, CO2, the rotational freedom of the CN− was removed.

As described above, solvation of CN− is favored over sol-
vation of I−, making collisions between the dissociating CN−

and one of the CO2 solvent molecules likely to occur. If this
is followed by the evaporation of one or several other CO2

molecules, the bound [NCCO2]− anion can be formed. Such
a solvent loss mechanism for the stabilization of [NCCO2]− is
supported by the branching fraction among the various possi-
ble CN−(CO2)y channels reported in Tables S1–S3 of the sup-
plementary material,28 showing a trend toward near constant
numbers of CO2 molecules evaporated over broad ranges of
initial cluster sizes. We will explore this in further detail when
we consider the evaporative cooling model.

3. ICN−-based products

The third possible product channel is the recombined
ICN−-based products. A particularly striking feature of this
distribution, plotted in Fig. 4, is the sharp peak in the re-
combined ICN− percentage when there are four CO2 solvent
molecules on the parent anion. It is tempting to associate such
a sharp peak with a structural aspect of the parent, but that
cannot be the case here. When the photodissociation wave-
length is increased to 600 nm, the sharp peak occurs when
there are three solvent molecules in the parent cluster. Follow-
ing 400 nm excitation, the corresponding peak shifts again,
occurring when there are seven solvent molecules in the par-
ent cluster. Thus, the origin of this peak is related to the energy
placed in the dissociation coordinate and is not representative
of a special stability for a particular cluster size. The prod-
uct branching fractions for the various possible ICN−(CO2)z

channels starting from a complex with n CO2 molecules
following 500-nm excitation are reported in Fig. S1 and
Table S1 of the supplementary material.28 For values of n less
than 10, bare ICN− (z = 0) dominates the ICN−-based prod-
ucts; for up to 5 parent solvent molecules, there is virtually
complete evaporation of the solvent, while for the larger ini-
tial cluster sizes there are some complexes with one or two
CO2 molecules bound to the recombined ICN−. The mech-
anism for ICN− formation is expected to follow a similar
mechanism as was found for the dihalides.5, 17, 18 Specifically,
a solvent facilitated nonadiabatic transition to the ground
electronic state with stabilization by loss of most, if not all,
of the solvating CO2 molecules. For initial cluster sizes of
9-12 CO2 molecules, the recombined ICN− becomes a minor
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product, while for larger cluster sizes a product with a mass
that is consistent with the recombined ICN− grows in again.
Tables S2 and S3 of the supplementary material provide the
detailed photoproduct distributions following excitation with
600-nm and 400-nm radiation.28

If we focus on the fraction of ICN− with n up to ∼12,
then the picture is very similar to what was seen for ICl−; we
will return to this comparison in the following section. The
growth of the fraction of products with a mass that is consis-
tent with the recombined ICN− at larger cluster sizes is sur-
prising, as such a trend was not found in the earlier studies
on dihalides.6 Further, as is seen in Table S1 and Fig. S1 of
the supplementary material, the recombined ICN− for these
larger parent complexes contains several CO2 molecules.28

This difference in solvation hints that another mechanism is
involved. At all cluster sizes, there is a competition between
recombination to make ICN− and the reaction that forms
[NCCO2]−. The fact that the recombined ICN− is found to
be unsolvated and that its branching fraction is nearly zero at
n ∼ 10, indicates that in the intermediate cluster sizes the for-
mation (and solvation) of [NCCO2]− becomes favored over
recombination. This can be rationalized by the fact that a
momentum changing collision between CN− and CO2 is re-
quired for recombination, and such a collision can also lead
to the formation of [NCCO2]−. Extrapolating this finding to
the larger cluster sizes (n ≥ 12), it is likely that the appar-
ent recombined products are more properly the outcome of
a CN− + CO2 reaction that forms [NCCO2]− in which the
I atom is acting as an additional solvent, forming a solvated
I. . . [NCCO2]− complex. While the reaction of the iodine atom
with [NCCO2]− to form ICN− is exothermic, the reaction
path for such a reaction would likely require I-atom insertion
into the C-C bond in [NCCO2]−, suggesting that this reaction
is likely to have a very high entrance channel barrier. Again,
the evaporative ensemble information on the larger product
clusters corresponding to m/z = ICN−(CO2)n is completely
consistent with the intracluster formation of [NCCO2]−.

In a similar manner, but without an intracluster reaction,
Vorsa et al. reported the coexistence of metastable, solvent-
separated I–I− and recombined I2

− complexes produced by
photodissociation of I2

− in large I2
−(Ar)n > 15 complexes.24, 25

As noted above, once the binding sites on the CN− end are
filled, further solvation occurs around the iodine atom. Sol-
vation on the iodine end of ICN− is energetically less fa-
vorable and evaporation of individual CO2 solvents follow-
ing photoexcitation and recombination might be expected
to occur preferentially from the iodine end before evapora-
tion from the smaller cyano end. This would make the CO2

available for reaction with CN−, further favoring the forma-
tion of [NCCO2]−. Clearly the true evaporation dynamics is
much more complex than implied by this simplified physical
picture.

B. Comparison of recombination in ICN−(CO2)n
with ICl−(CO2)n

The photodissociation dynamics of ICN−(CO2)n excited
to the 2�1/2 state is similar to the dynamics observed5 fol-
lowing excitation of ICl−(CO2)n to the 2�1/2-excited state.6

For both of these species, branching into the I−-based prod-
ucts decreases rapidly with increasing solvation; this process
is more prominent in ICN− than in ICl− due to the smaller
energy difference between the (I− + CN) and (I∗ + CN−)
asymptotes. Additionally, both solutes undergo solvent-
induced nonadiabatic transitions to their respective ground
states, where competition between recombination and charge
transfer occurs.

Figure 6 compares the photodissociation products ob-
served for ICl−(CO2)n and ICN−(CO2)n. Figures 6(a) and
6(b) show the total percentage of direct-dissociation products,
I− (red), charge-transfer products, Cl− and CN− (blue), and
recombination products, ICl− and ICN− (black), as a func-
tion of n for ICl− and ICN−, respectively. We examine Fig. 6
with a focus on the competition between the charge transfer
products and the recombination products. For ICl−, there is a
rise in the recombination percentage peaking above 85% fol-
lowed by a decrease to zero and the recombination percentage
remains at zero as the production of Cl−-based products lev-
els out at 100% of the total products. For ICN−, again there
is a rise and then fall in the recombined products; however,
for larger values of n it appears as though the recombined
products once again increase and become a larger percentage
of the overall products, recall Fig. 4. Correspondingly, the
CN−-based products always dominate, but do not become
100% of the total products.

FIG. 6. Product branching percentages for (a) ICl−(CO2)n and
(b) ICN−(CO2)n following absorption to the 2�1/2 state at 1.7 eV
(740 nm) and 2.5 eV (500 nm), respectively. The direct-dissociation product
(I−) is shown in red, the charge-transfer product (Cl− or CN−) is shown in
blue, and the recombination product (ICl− or ICN−) is shown in black. For
ICN−(CO2)n, the dashed lines represent assigning the recombined products
for n ≥ 12 to charge-transfer products for which the I atom has been retained
via solvated I. . . [NCCO2]− complexes, as described in the text.
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The photodissociation dynamics of ICl−(CO2)n has been
described by Nadal et al.,6 and they ascribe the loss of recom-
bined products and the unit efficiency of Cl−-based products
to the accessibility of a solvated Cl− channel. In the case of
ICl−(CO2)n, recombination is still more energetically favor-
able for all values of n, but the solvation of Cl− creates an
exit-channel well that grows deeper as n is increased. At some
point, the barrier to recombination becomes too large and the
recombination channel is shut off. In the case of ICN−(CO2)n,
we also ascribe the loss of recombined products to the acces-
sibility of a solvated CN− channel; in this case, however, the
CN− in the meta-stable ICN− may react with one of the re-
maining CO2 solvent molecules, evaporating additional CO2

molecules, but retaining the iodine atom as a solvent. It is this
species that we believe to carry the m/z of ICN−(CO2)z at
large n. This secondary mechanism is depicted by the dashed
lines for n ≥ 12 in Fig. 6.

C. Comparison of ICN−(CO2)n with
ICN−(Ar)n with n < 6

Comparison of the ionic-photoproduct distributions as
a function of cluster size following 2.5-eV excitation of
ICN−(CO2)n and ICN−(Ar)n, n < 6, to the 2�1/2-excited state
provides a more complete picture of ICN−-solvent interac-
tions. Following photoexcitation of ICN−(CO2)n, the adia-
batic I−-based products, essentially the only ionic channel for
n = 0, decrease rapidly with additional solvation, becoming
a very minor (1%) contributor for n > 4. This result illus-
trates the differences in the effects of CO2 on the excited-
state potentials, as plotted in Fig. 2(a). The CN−-based photo-
products replace the I−-based photoproducts, dominating the
photoproduct distribution. In addition, once the excess charge
becomes localized on the CN, the CN− can react with
a CO2 solvent molecule to form the more strongly-bound
[NCCO2]−. This species can no longer transfer the charge
back to the I atom, as would be the case for CN−. The re-
lated recombined product channel shows contributions from
more than one source, but never becomes the dominant chan-
nel. In sharp contrast, 2.5-eV excitation of ICN−(Ar)n shows a
product distribution overwhelmingly dominated by I−-based
photoproducts, implying that the weaker interaction and the
inability of Ar to form a chemical bond with CN− minimizes
the importance of the CN− product channel.12

This striking difference in the photofragmentation dy-
namics of the Ar and CO2 solvated complexes can be quali-
tatively understood by comparing the dominant electrostatic
interactions between the two solvents and the ICN− chro-
mophore. The CO2 solvent interacts more strongly with ICN−

than Ar and the CO2–CO2 interactions are relatively strong,
resulting in the formation of a rigid cage around the ICN−.
In addition, the CO2 can form a chemical bond with CN−

once the excess charge has localized on the CN. Conversely,
the Ar solvent only weakly interacts with ICN− and the in-
termolecular potential is rather isotropic; furthermore, the
Ar–Ar interactions are very weak resulting in the formation
of a loose network of solvent atoms. The rigid cage formed by
CO2 will encourage recombination, while the minimal inter-
action of the Ar only trivially perturbs the electrostatics caus-

FIG. 7. The average number of solvent molecules lost for the ICN−-based
photoproducts as a function of parent cluster size, n, following 2.5-eV ex-
citation of ICN−(CO2)n and ICN−(Ar)n (solid-green circles and solid-red
triangles, respectively). The solid-gray line corresponds to the evaporation of
all of the solvent molecules from the parent cluster.

ing the direct dynamics that results in I−-based products to
continue to dominate.

One surprising result from the ICN−(Ar)n study is the
observation of recombined products at small values of n.
Figure 7 shows the average number of solvent monomers lost
from the ICN−-based products as a function of the parent
cluster size following 2.5-eV excitation of ICN−(CO2)n and
ICN−(Ar)n. It is apparent from Fig. 7 that more solvent is
evaporated following recombination of the similarly excited
ICN−(CO2)n; this observation is seemingly in opposition to
the fact that the energy required to evaporate CO2 is approxi-
mately 4 times that of Ar. Recombination of the chromophore
following excitation of ICN−(CO2)n is the result of solvent-
induced nonadiabatic transitions from the 2�1/2-excited state
to the ground state. If the ICN−(Ar)n undergoes recombina-
tion by a similar mechanism, it would be expected that any
recombined products would re-form with complete loss of the
solvent until around n = 40. It is clear from Fig. 7 that devia-
tions from this statistical recombination occur much sooner
than expected for ICN−(Ar)n. At low values of n, the ob-
served recombination following excitation of ICN−(Ar)n is
believed to follow a radiative transition from a shallow well
in the 2�1/2-excited state to the ground state.12

The near unity slope for the CO2 solvent line
for ICN−(CO2)2–5 adheres to statistical evaporation, like
ICl−(CO2)n and IBr−(CO2)n,5, 6, 8, 9, 16 in which recombina-
tion occurs via nonadiabatic transitions, coincident with
evaporation.24, 40 The number of Ar solvent atoms lost fol-
lowing 2.5-eV excitation of ICN−(Ar)1–5 deviates well below
the solid gray line corresponding to complete evaporation of
the solvent and, thus, does not follow a statistical model. In-
terestingly, the point that represents photofragmentation of
ICN−(Ar)10 falls directly on the gray line; all 10 solvent
molecules are lost in the re-formation of ICN−. These results
suggest that as solvation increases the dissociation dynamics
following excitation of ICN−(Ar)n to the 2�1/2-excited state
becomes more statistical.
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D. Determination of solvent binding energies

Following relaxation of the chromophore in the ground-
state well, all of the energy available from photoexcitation is
accessible for solvent evaporation.25 The number of solvent
monomers evaporated depends on the solvent binding energy,
the excitation energy, and the internal and kinetic energy of
the evaporated monomer. An upper limit for the solvent bind-
ing energy is determined by dividing the excitation energy by
the number of solvent molecules lost for large cluster sizes.
This procedure8, 9, 41–43 was utilized previously to estimate av-
erage energy removal associated with loss of one CO2 solvent
molecule in I2

−(CO2)n, IBr−(CO2)n, and ICl−(CO2)n. These
approximate average energy removals are ∼250 meV,17, 44

∼260 meV,5 and ∼300 meV,6 respectively. Given these val-
ues, it is reasonable to estimate the corresponding energy re-
moval in ICN−(CO2)n to be ∼250 meV. Figure 8 shows the
average number of CO2 molecules lost as a function of parent
cluster size for the ICN−-based photoproducts following 2.5
and 2.1-eV excitation of ICN−(CO2)n. The dashed horizon-
tal lines represent the average number of solvent molecules
that would be lost in order to dissipate ∼75% of the avail-
able energy following 2.5 and 2.1-eV excitation; these hor-
izontal lines agree nicely with the large cluster behavior of
ICN−(CO2)n. These data also show that essentially all of the
solvent is evaporated (represented by the thick diagonal line in
Fig. 8) from the recombined chromophore until ∼75% of the
available internal energy has been dissipated in solvent evap-
oration. This behavior has been generally observed5, 6, 16, 17, 31

whenever there is a molecular core in the evaporating com-
plex.

Finally, it should be noted that the products having a
mass of ICN−(CO2)z (shown with the black curve in Fig. 4)
are identified by mass spectrometry and the actual bonding
arrangement is unknown. Both ICN− and [NCCO2]− serve
as an appropriate anion core for an evaporative ensemble,

FIG. 8. The average number of CO2 molecules lost for the ICN−-based pho-
toproducts as a function of parent cluster size following 2.5-eV (500-nm) and
2.1-eV (600-nm) excitation (solid-green circles and open-green triangles, re-
spectively) of ICN−(CO2)n. The dashed horizontal lines show the average
number of CO2 lost for larger clusters at these excitation energies assuming
a 250-mV solvent binding energy. The gray diagonal line corresponds to the
evaporation of all CO2 solvent molecules from the parent cluster.

and the difference in dissociation energies between these two
anions is too small to be determinable from the asymptotic
limit of solvents evaporated. Only when the dominant recom-
bined photoproduct is the unsolvated ICN− can one be sure
of the molecular structure, and we believe that when there are
more than 10 CO2 solvent molecules attached to the parent,
[NCCO2]− serves as the anion core for the cluster containing
various numbers of CO2 molecules and a solvent-separated I
atom (possibly I or I∗).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Results of photofragmentation studies of ICN−(CO2)n

following excitation to the 2�1/2-excited state show a dis-
parity in ionic-photoproduct distributions compared to previ-
ously studied dihalides due to the intrinsic properties of the
solute, while comparison of the results of photofragmentation
of ICN−(CO2)n and ICN−(Ar)n reveal the importance of sol-
vent interactions in photofragmentation dynamics. The action
spectra for ICN− reveal that dissociation predominantly oc-
curs on the 2�1/2-excited state following excitation between
430 and 650 nm, and the production of small amounts of CN−

over this range confirms the presence of nonadiabatic interac-
tions. Following 2.5-eV (500-nm) excitation of ICN−(CO2)n

to the 2�1/2-excited state, CN−-based photoproducts domi-
nate following the addition of two CO2 solvent molecules
and continue to do so for all cluster sizes. Recombined
ICN−-based products are first observed for n = 2 and are due
to a nonadiabatic mechanism.
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